
OEB 100 – Evolution in Action 
Spring 2013 Course Syllabus 

 
Instructor: Christopher Marx (cmarx@oeb.harvard.edu, Biolabs 3083) 

Teaching fellow: José Rojas Echenique (jose.i.rojas@gmail.com, Biolabs 3084) 

 

Weekly meeting: Northwest Building room B127 (probably) 

Time: M 4:00 – 5:30 pm 

 

Laboratory: Northwest Building room 152 

Time: 24/7/365 open access 

 

Website: http://isites.harvard.edu/k93002 

YouTube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8I8uKNUvxxI 

   
 

(Note that this course can freely substitute for the Research experience requirement for an 
MCB concentration, the LS100r requirement for a Secondary Field in Microbial Sciences, or 
can count toward either an OEB Concentration or Secondary Field.) 

 

Goals: This course’s primary aim is to teach students how to design, perform, 
interpret, and discuss independent research in a collaborative atmosphere.  A second 
goal is to utilize the unique advantages of studying experimental populations of 
microbes in the laboratory as a means to explore evolution in ‘real time’.  A third goal 
is to integrate within a single, hands-on class, concepts from genetics, biochemistry, 
systems biology, microbiology, evolution and ecology.  Finally, our fourth goal is to 
teach about the way science is communicated to others, and thus the entire class will 
compose their work in the form of a manuscript for submission (individuals will 
compose subsections but edit the whole).  As previous years have led to student co-
authorship on published papers, we hope to achieve the same here! 

This year’s project is completely unlike any of our previous ones: we are going to 
be combining quantitative physiology with mathematical modeling to try to 
predict the strength of selection and the targets of adaptation before they 
happen.  Does this sound impossible?  It might be.  But we have been trying to do just 
that in our lab and we are going to take the approach forward into a teaching 
setting…   



The key aspect to the approach we will take is that we have developed a system that is 
unique in terms of mapping genetic changes to fitness.  By rewiring the metabolism of 
a funky bacterium that the instructor has studied since some of you may have been in 
diapers (Methylobacterium), he has grafted the central pathway from another 
bacterium in to make a slow-growing, grumpy Frankenbug. Our key hypothesis is that, 
since this remodeled central metabolism slows the bugs three-fold, the biggest effect 
mutations that will speed growth will be in this hub, and not the rest of the cell’s 
physiology.  Predict the hub; predict the whole… 

How do we possibly predict the output of a non-linear system of a dozen ODEs with a 
couple dozen parameters?  Simultaneously, your 5-star TF for the course has been 
revamping a kinetic model of exactly this pathway so that we can try to predict how 
much changing enzymes affects the flow of food into biomass (more is described in 
the project description, or you can read some of our papers such as Chou et al., 2011. 
Science).   

What will we you do in class?  First, you can choose what variants you want to evolve 
in replicate populations (in our automated, robotic growth system – yes, we said 
robots, see video here) to determine how spontaneous mutations solve the problem.  
Second, we have developed a dual regulatory system to independently modulate 
levels of two enzymes at the same time so that you can “mutate” the parts alone or in 
combo and test your predictions. 

This project will be ideal for biologists interested in how mathematics can be used to 
synthesize system-wide properties and generate testable predictions.  We also are very 
excited about trying to attract physicists-applied mathematicians-statisticians-
engineers who want to see how what they have learned can be applied to biology.  
We want to challenge your comfort zone, but take advantage of your strengths.  If you 
think parameter fitting and approximate Bayesian computation are awesome, you can 
do that, but we’ll also teach you to pipette.  If you prefer molecular biology and 
physiology, you can do that too, but we’re going to at least teach you how to play with 
the models. 

 

Format: There are two pre-arranged meetings each week.  Each Monday afternoon 
(4:00-5:30 pm) we will hold our weekly course meeting.  This time will initially be used 
for lectures on fundamentals necessary for the course, training in a key areas, and 
discussion of important papers that will serve as models for our own manuscript.  
Starting with the 4th week (2/13), this will transition to presentations by class members 
on recent results and planned next steps.  A second meeting each week (time to be 
decided on Wed, Thu or Fri) will be one hour long devoted to detailed informal 
discussions about data interpretation, experimental design, etc.  Beyond this, the lab is 
open 24/7/365 and students are responsible for scheduling as a team to propel the 
project forward. 

 



Group structure: Class members will choose research questions they find most 
interesting within this area, perhaps working in a team (or more than one) of two or 
three for that particular task.  All sub-projects will relate to the same broader theme 
mentioned above), but as ideas are suggested and discussed, students will volunteer 
to join in on specific efforts depending upon their interests, the number of people 
needed for a task, and number of other aspects that they are contributing to.  Students 
will maintain their own section of the course’s Google docs as their collective lab 
notebook.  The hours that the TF will be present to aid in training and implementation 
of the project will be arranged on an ad hoc basis.  

 

Why this project?: The novel research project area for this Spring’s OEB 100 has been 
chosen to provide a balance between two different types of tradeoffs.  The first is a 
balance between independence and a well-thought project with momentum that is 
ready to run from the first week.  Each group will be responsible for making decisions 
regarding implementation of their goals, yet we wish for student groups to have well-
formed projects with some momentum from the very beginning so that as much as 
possible of the semester can be spent performing interesting experiments.  As such, 
we have outlined a broad research project above (and in detail in the accompanying 
document) that has a great deal of flexibility in terms of scientific questions to ask and 
address by means of experiment.  Since this project has been specifically designed in a 
manner that allows you to perform independent research and come up interesting 
conclusions we want to make it possible for creative ideas and hard work to perhaps 
even result in contributing to publishing your work. 

The second tradeoff relates to two aspects that make OEB 100 unique from the other 
research-based courses: 1.) an explicit desire for intellectual continuity between a 
panel of inter-related research threads, and 2.) an intimate connection between 
empirical and computational approaches.  

For videos of projects from prior years, watch them on MicrobialEvolution.org. 

 

Schedule 

  Class Meeting Assignments due 

January 28 Broad introduction to class  

February 4 Detailed description of 
preliminary data and broad 
ideas for projects 

 

 11 Further background Turn in self-assessment 
sheet on background 

 18 No class – Presidents’ Day  

 25 Present proposals for term’s 
work 

 



March 4 Final general training session  

 11 No class - Spring Break  

 18 Group Presentations  

 25 Group Presentations Draft of Introduction 

April 1 Group Presentations Draft of Materials and 
Methods section 

 8 Group Presentations  

 15 Group Presentations Draft of Results section 

 22 Group Presentations Draft of Discussion section 

 29 Final Group Presentation First draft of full paper 

May 9 (Reading Period ends) Final draft of full paper 

 

Grading & assessment 

Weekly presentations    15% 

Final group presentation   5% 

Active participation in course meetings 10% 

Contribution to group’s research  25% 

Synopses in Google docs   10% 

Drafts of paper sub-sections   25% 

Final draft of paper sub-section(s)  10% 

 

Given that this is a course without exams, assessment will be based upon a multiplicity 
of different components.  These range from presentations, contribution to the 
research goals, to the composition of the subsections of the final manuscript on the 
class’ work.  We will craft the description of the term’s work in the form of a manuscript 
so that you can learn what goes into the process of communicating one’s work to the 
scientific community.  If all goes well, this may very well be part of an actual 
manuscript that we will be submitting. 


